The more complex the world becomes, the more creative we need to be to meet its challenges. We are required to be more flexible and imaginative to fix the grand challenges of the 21st century.

Being a New-Age Global University, Chandigarh University (CU) understands the importance of rapid shift in the global market and thus have created an inspiring pedagogy fulfilling the student aspirations and industry requisites.

CU has become as the most trusted brand among its stakeholders: Students from all Indian states, union territories and 38 countries and a sturdy network with top corporate who guide our way and more than 400 annual recruiters stand testimony to the fact. Our worldwide acceptance is reflected in collaboration with 200+ leading international universities.

Here is a sneak peek into the world of unlimited possibilities awaiting for you!
RECOGNITIONS & APPROVALS

RECOGNITION
- University Grants Commission (UGC)
- All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)

ACCREDITATIONS & MEMBERSHIPS
- Association of Indian Universities (AIU)
- Bar Council of India (BCI)
- Pharmacy Council of India (PCI)
- Council of Architecture (COA)
- Computer Society of India (CSI)
- National Council of Hotel Management & Catering Technology (NCHMCT)
- National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE)

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
- International Association of Universities (IAU)
- Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU)
- Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
- The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- Indo US Collaboration for Engineering Education (IUCEE)
- American Chemical Society (ACS)
GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED ACADEMICS

At Chandigarh University, we believe that every student should embrace their passion. We inspire our students to explore new ideas and immerse themselves in a journey of continuous discovery and learning.

Our course curriculum is designed after contemplating real-time inputs from industry experts, national and international academic leaders and to match the standards defined by national (NAAC & NBA) and international (ABET) accreditation bodies.

Following are some of the distinctive components of our academic model that offer all-round professional development and adds advantage to your academic learning -

- **Industry Oriented Curriculum Comparable with World’s Top Universities**
- **Completely Flexible Choice Based Credit System (CFCBCS) acceptable Globally**
- **Industry-led Project Based Experiential Learning**
- **More than 70 Open Electives to Pursue Inner Delight**
- **Next-Gen Technologies and Integration for Premium Placements**
- **Nanodegrees that gives you an added professional advantage**
- **Industry Collaborated Courses with an Innovative Edge**
- **Scientific & Transparent Evaluation System**

CU LEARNING ADVANTAGE

- **FLEXIBILITY**: Our inspirational academic system offers students flexibility to suit the individual professional goals and gain additional knowledge for better job prospects.
- **INTERNATIONAL CREDIT TRANSFER**: Credit based scheme offers provision of credit transfer at international level through semester abroad programs.
- **EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING**: Our project based experiential methodology allows you to undertake up to 5 projects in chosen subjects, allied or interdisciplinary areas.
- **ADDED ADVANTAGE**: Additional credits for minor degree helps the student in broadening the scope for innovative research following better placement opportunities.
- **GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE**: Curriculum is vetted by international subject matter experts giving you a global perspective in the chosen field of study.
- **INDUSTRY RECOGNITION**: Professional accreditation from relevant industry and professional bodies, where relevant.
- **NANODEGREES**: Next-gen technologies add an advantage to your learning and gives you platform to advance your career in interdisciplinary fields.
- **REAL-TIME LEARNING**: Industry Led projects and internships in corporates allow you to learn practical skills and real-world application.
- **INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION**: A range of individual assessment and feedback methods help to improve your learning curve and prepare for ever-changing industry requisites.
RESEARCH & INNOVATION

At Chandigarh University, research is at the core of our approach, and keeps our courses contemporary, relevant and cutting edge. From scientific experiments to the project experimentation, university accords its students to get involved in research that offers hands-on experience.

Undergraduate Research Opportunities

The research opportunities at CU are virtually endless. Our world-renowned faculty works with undergraduates who want to pursue research and innovative projects as part normal academic program. University publishes a journal of Undergraduate Research and Innovation to promote publication culture among the students.

Some of the Key Areas on which our students are working on -

• Computational Biology
• Cancer Treatment via Hyperthermia
• Advanced Materials
• Alternative Fuels

INNOVATION - YOUR IDEAS MATTER!

Our innovation development cell has created an amazing platform that allows you to express your ideas, get advised on the actual progress of the product creation and work in a receptive environment that doesn’t mind failure.

• University faculty and students has filed 230+ patents successfully
• 4000+ papers published in national & international journals
• 50 Departmental Research Groups

The university has created various platforms, which ensure our students have right start to transform their ideas-to-enterprise:

ABDUL KALAM INNOVATION CONCLAVE

To create an environment of innovation through the spirit of competition and freedom to explore an annual event is organized to promote and nurture innovative ideas. So far, more than 200 ideas have been registered under this initiative and 60+ have been successfully patented.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS CELL

The cell covers industrial property viz. patents, designs, copyright, trademarks, besides, addressing issues relating to sponsored projects/ setting up of ventures by staff and students.

“I had an idea but approach towards the solution was given to me by the Faculty. From research to patent filing, CU handholds the student. I want to create simple, effective and affordable solutions for environment betterment.”

Akash Kumar Mishra,
MSc Biotechnology, Roots Analysis
ENTREPRENEURSHIP - SHAPE YOUR OWN CAREER

We believe in culture of 'creating jobs', nurturing inquisitive minds and fulfilling aspirations of budding talent. With us you will be a part of a vibrant community of fellow budding entrepreneurs guided by

CU-TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATOR

Your launch pad for a Successful Start-up

TBI at Chandigarh University is much more than just incubation center, we offer our students a platform to engage in idea to enterprise building. With more than 50 startups currently, TBI is focusing on energizing

492 COMPANIES FOR PLACEMENT

5134 PLACEMENT OFFERS

31.77 LPA HIGHEST PACKAGE OFFERED

EFFECTUS

Effectus is an annual grand event to bring together and support the aspiring entrepreneurs to one platform and let them share their vision and ideas with the industry experts. In its second chapter Effectus had participation of 1500+ budding entrepreneurs from across India.

After joining CU, I immediately registered myself with Chandigarh University – Technology Business Incubator (TBI). It’s only because of TBI that I was able to get my patents register and launch my product in the market. Now I own 3 stores and are supported by industry.

- Tirthok Singh
  Budding Entrepreneur, Gear Technologies
INDUSTRY INTERFACE - OUR PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE ESTABLISHED BY INDUSTRY AT CU

Microsoft
Innovation Center & Microsoft Global Technical Center: First in North India

IBM
Software lab for Emerging Technologies: First in North India

Hewlett Packard Enterprise
HPE Center of Excellence: First in North India

Tech Mahindra
IMS Academy: First in North India

Virtusa
India’s First Robotics & Automation Lab

Hyundai
Hyundai Professional Development Center

Cisco
Cisco Networking Academy Lab

Wipro
Wipro Mission10x Technology Learning Centre

Unisys
Unisys Academic Alliance

EMC
EMC Academic Alliance

Oracle
Academic Lab

OTHER PROMINENT COLLABORATIONS

MANAGEMENT

Piramal Foundation

IIMR

Bajaj Capital

SCIENCES

Ivy Hospital

Coniosome

Hotel Management

AILA
American Hospitality Academy

IHG
InterContinental Hotel Group

Ligare

Helix Laboratories, Inc.

UNPRECEDENTED INDUSTRY PATRONAGE -

I like the fact that CU has brought so many Industry Leaders on one platform and is using our expertise to make it a futuristic center of learning.

Director, Talent Acquisition, HPE

CU is definitely doing something different at industry interface level and I feel privileged to be part of CAB.

Head HR, Hyundai Construction

One of my success mantras has been more to follow passion. It was just the passion that has helped me get where I am today.

BST Human Resources Director
The Boston Consulting Group

Google can teach you knowledge as you can Google anything these days, but I would advise you to learn real-time skills.

Group Director- Human Resources
Coffee Day Group
I would like to take an opportunity to thank Chandigarh University for bringing Microsoft to the campus. Looking back, I can see CU as an extremely important stepping-stone in my career. Apart from academia, it allowed me to develop additional skills, which are extremely important in the world of work.

Shivya Bathia, 
BE: CSE, Placed in Microsoft

Getting placed in a good company has always been my dream, and Chandigarh University has made it true. I got placed in Amazon Web Services. Thanks to the faculties, and Training and Placement Department without whose help this would not have been possible.

Rishab Gupta, 
BE: CSE, Placed in Amazon Web Services

The best thing about CU is its Department of Career Development (DCD), which prepares students to face interviews right from day one of the training. Bringing big companies to the campus is commendable in itself. I think management is doing a great job.

Parul Anjana 
CSE (IBM Big Data Analytics) - Deloitte

The best part of being at Chandigarh University is its cultural diversity. I met so many new people from different countries here, and learnt a lot of new things from them. CU allowed me to develop my interpersonal skills, which are extremely important in my field of work.

Muskaan Rana 
B.Sc. ATHM, Jet Airways

While taking admission in any of the universities, everyone dreams of good internships and placements and CU is a place that provides everything. We don’t just study the textbook, but also research, real hotels or restaurants, create our own projects, do presentations, and so on.

Shivya Sharma, 
B.Sc. HHM, Ritz Carlton Hotel

Chandigarh University is one of the largest ambiances, which has widest culture & diversity. The legal aid office housed within the campus provides the students with a chance to interact with the practicing lawyers from the high court that nurtures our ability to deal with the issues arising out the legal square.

Nishchay Verma, 
UILS, Newgen Publications

CU is the best place where you can learn, Journalism & Mass Comm. Talking about me, I couldn’t have asked for a greater experience than what I got at CU. The state-of-the-art laboratories and equipment helped me learn a range of skills related to the field and more. Till now, CU has acted as a major motivator for me.

Anchita Mishra, 
Journalism & Mass Comm, India News

At Chandigarh University, it’s really nice to see high a degree of professionalism whether its academics, preparing students for jobs or higher studies.

Shagun Tripathi, 
MBA, Zycus Infotech

Give your best in every test, every memorial, every presentation and result will be automatically best.

Akshita Jasrotia, 
UILS, Canwise & Company

My experience at Chandigarh University has been remarkable from the very beginning. The practical nature of the programs makes learning very accessible and interesting. Being in CU, I have felt motivated and I am happy that I made the decision to join CU.

Gurpreet Kaur, 
MA-Journalism & Mass Comm, ABP News
CU is a university with Global Outlook and we believe that international exposure is crucial experience for every student.

CU has collaborated with 200+ Best International Universities in more than 50 nations including USA, UK, Canada, Australia, Europe, South East Asia, and Africa which has created a sturdy network to facilitate our students with global education. These uniquely designed programs will help you get familiar with a different kind of academic pattern that would challenge your skills as a student. This would help you to learn to adapt to new situations and it would certainly encourage you to perform to the best of your abilities.

**PROGRAMS OFFERED:**

- **Summer & Winter Programs**
- **Semester Abroad Programs**
- **Higher Education Programs**
- **Global Immersion Programs**
- **International Internships**

- **41 students selected for Cultural Exchange Program at Walt Disney, USA**
- **400+ Students have visited Abroad under various Short & Long term Programs.**
- **Internships in USA, Spain, Turkey, Bangkok & Thailand**
- **200+ International Guests, Faculty and Academic Leaders have visited CU.**

---

"The internship offered me a unique insight into the real-time and the global nature of this emerging field. It was my first ever abroad experience and I was able to make many new connections and friends."

KARANJEET SINGH  
St. Petersburg Polytechnic University, Russia

"If I could describe my experience in a single word, it would be wonderful. The opportunity to study at University of North Alabama came my way only because of International Relations Dept. of Chandigarh University. Heartiest gratitude to CU!"

PAVITAR PAL SINGH  
University of North Alabama, USA

"I learned about new cultures and mostly I came to know about Spanish and Spanish language. My advice to all current students is that you must go with a positive attitude and let yourself mix with other cultures & students there. Try to understand some new techniques which can help you further for your career."

VIBHOR SHARMA  
H.B. Institute of Technology University of Calabria, Spain

"I chose the Culture exchange program because visiting Disney was my childhood dream. CU gave me this opportunity to travel to the United States of America for the very first time and explore the world within a country. I feel so special to be part of this university. All thanks to the team of CU."

CHAHAT PREET KAUR  
5th St, Entertainment, Walt Disney World - USA

"I took part in international Program in order to explore and get a taste of what study abroad means. 'Insane' is the perfect word for my exchange experience, I am ecstatic with what I have achieved. It shaped a part of my character and changed my view of life."

SANJAY MAHAJAN  
Bachelors of Business Administration - ESC School of Management FRANCE

"In the journey of life, we need to improve ourselves as a person, which can be very well done by exploring. We should be opportunistic by grabbing all that comes our way. It's not only about experiencing different education patterns but also evaluating the various cultures, traditions & lifestyles practiced by people worldwide."

SHRUTI THAKUR  
LIP Master’s degree University of Wales - POLAND

---

“First University in North India to Forge 200+ Tie Up’s with Best International Universities from 50 Countries”

- **USA**
  - Arkansas State University
  - Illinois State University (ISU)
  - University Of North Alabama
  - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
  - Harvard University, Massachusetts

- **UK**
  - Birmingham City University,
  - Glasgow Caledonian University (GCU)
  - Middlesex University
  - Northumbria University
  - University of East London

- **CANADA**
  - Thompson Rivers University
  - McGill University
  - Vancouver Island University
  - Cape Breton University
  - University of Lethbridge

- **EUROPE**
  - Epita University
  - EPF School of Engineering
  - Universitat Rovira I Virgili
  - Lodz University
  - Howest University

- **AUSTRALIA**
  - Deakin University
  - Curtin University
  - La Trobe University
  - Tafe Illawarra Institute

- **NEW ZEALAND**
  - Massey University
  - New Zealand Institute of Studies
  - Wairariki Institute of Technology
  - Royal Business College

- **SOUTH EAST ASIA**
  - Burapha University
  - Thammasat University
  - FPT University
  - National Central University
CU Bagged 1st position in Asia & 12th in the World in Moonbuggy competition organized by NASA, USA

1st position in National Android App Development Competition Apps Fluxus 2017 at IIT Roorkee

Team CU Bags Best Upcoming Indian Chef Team Award at Goas

2nd Position in International MUD-O-GEES Drifting Fluid Preparation Competition

Arshdeep Singh’s (UIFV) photographs selected to premier at Globe Cinemas in ‘Time Square

CU Student bags All India Best Girl Navy Cadet Accolade

Cracked 2nd position in the 1st National Moot Court competition at Babasaheb Bhim Rao Ambedkar Central University, Lucknow

Beged 1st position in Boeing National Aeromodelling Competition held at IIT Delhi

2nd Position in Robotics at IIT Ropar

Team Hornet won 2nd position in Go Kart at Chennai
DANCE WORLD CUP 2018
CANADA

Gold Medal in Dance World Cup 2018 held in Canada by defeating more than 13 teams from different countries.

CU Student Shines at ZEE TV SaReGaMaPa 2018-Anushka Banerjee
Miss Asia Tourism Universe 2018 - Tanya Mittal

Overall Champions in North Zone Inter University Youth Festival- 2018
CAMPUS FACILITIES

- WI-FI CAMPUS
- HOSTEL
- LIBRARY
- TRANSPORT
- SPORTS FACILITIES
- MEDICAL FACILITIES
- FITNESS CENTERS
- BANKING FACILITIES
- CLUBS & SOCIETIES
- HI-TECH LABS
- STUDENT CARE CENTERS
- FOOD COURT & HANGOUT ZONES
**CHOOSE FROM WIDE SPECTRUM OF PROGRAMS**

**ENGINEERING**
- Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.)
  - Aerospace Engineering
  - Automobile Engineering
  - Biotechnology Engineering
  - Chemical Engineering
  - Civil Engineering
  - Computer Science & Engineering
  - Electrical Engineering
  - Food Technology
  - Petroleum Engineering
  - Information Technology
  - Mechanical Engineering
  - Mechatronics Engineering

- Computer Science & Engineering - Specializations
  - CSE - Internet of Things
  - CSE - Mobile Computing
  - CSE - Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

- Bachelor of Design
  - Industrial

- Master of Engineering (M.E.)
  - Automobile Engineering
  - Civil Engineering
  - Computer Science Engineering (Hons.)
  - Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
  - Electronics & Communication Engineering
  - Electrical Engineering
  - Information Technology
  - Mechanical Engineering

- Doctorate Program (Ph.D)

**ARCHITECTURE**
- Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch)

**MANAGEMENT**
- Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
  - BBA - Advertising & Marketing
  - BBA - Banking & Finance
  - BBA - Insurance & Risk Management
  - BBA - Tourism & Event Management
  - BBA - Forex Management
- B.Sc. - Economics
- Master of Business Administration (MBA)
  - MBA - HR | Finance | Marketing | IT | International Business
- M.Sc. - Economics

**COMMERCIAL**
- Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) - Honors
  - B.Com: Auditing & Taxation
  - B.Com: E-Commerce
  - B.Com: Advanced Cost & Mgmt. Accounting
- Master of Commerce (M.Com) - Honors

**COMPUTING**
- Bachelor of Computer Applications (BCA)
- B.Sc. - Computer Science
- Master of Computer Applications (MCA)
- MCA - Lateral Entry

**TOURISM & HOSPITALITY**
- B.Sc. - Hotel & Hospitality Management
  - Resort & Event Management
  - Restaurant & Catering Management
- Bachelor in Hotel Mgmt. & Catering Technology
- B.Sc. - Airlines & Airport Management
- B.Sc. - Travel & Tourism Management
- B.Sc. - Culinary Arts
- MBA - Tourism and Hospitality Management

**BIOTECHNOLOGY**
- B.Sc. - Biotechnology
- M.Sc. - Biotechnology

**AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE**
- B.Sc. - Agriculture (Hons)
- B.Sc. - Agri+MBA (Agribusiness Integrated)
  - M.Sc. - Agronomy

**PHARMA SCIENCES**
- Bachelor of Pharmacy (B.Pharma)
- Bachelor of Pharmacy (LEET)
- M. Pharm.
- Pharm D.

**APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCES**
- B.Sc. - Medical Lab Technology - (MLT)
- B.Sc. - Medical Lab Technology (LEET)
- Bachelor of Physiotherapy
- Bachelor of Optometry
- B.Sc. - Forensic Science & Toxicology
- M.Sc. - Forensic Science & Toxicology (LEET)
- M.Sc. - Nutrition & Dietetics
- M.Sc. - Microbiology

**LEGAL STUDIES**
- BA + LLB (Integrated)
- B.Com. + LLB (Integrated)
- BBA + LLB (Integrated)
- Bachelor of Law (LL.B)
- Master of Law (LL.M)

**MEDIA STUDIES**
- BA - Journalism & Mass Communication
- MA - Journalism & Mass Communication

**FILM & VISUAL ARTS**
- B.Sc. - Animation, VFX and Gaming
- B.A. - Film & Television Studies
- Bachelor of Fine Arts
- Bachelor of Fashion & Design
- B.Sc. - Interior Design
- M.Sc. - Animation and Multimedia

**BASIC SCIENCES**
- B.Sc. - Non Medical
- B.Sc. - Medical
- B.Sc. - Physics (Hons.)
- B.Sc. - Chemistry (Hons.)
- M.Sc. - Chemistry
- M.Sc. - Physics
- M.Sc. - Mathematics

**EDUCATION**
- BA + B.Ed (Integrated)
- B.Sc. + B.Ed (Integrated)*
- Physical Education - B.Ed.
- Diploma in Yoga
- MA Performing Arts

**Industry Collaborative Courses:**
- B.E.-CSE - Cloud Computing (in Association with IBM)
- B.E.-CSE - Big Data Analytics (in Association with IBM)
- B.E.-CSE - Information Security (in Association with IBM)
- MBA - Business Analytics (in Association with IBM)
- MBA - Banking & Financial Engg. (in Association with ICICI Direct Center for financial learning, Flip & Tally Edu.)
SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID

A university education is an invaluable investment in your future.

At CU, we appreciate your achievements and reward the same in terms of scholarships and freeships. We have introduced varied scholarships to facilitate exceptional students like you -

- CU Scholarship for Super Achievers
- CU Sports Based Scholarships/Free ships
- CU Scholarship for Defense Personnel
- CU Scholarship for Teachers Ward
- Government Aided Scholarships

For detailed information, please visit http://www.cuchd.in/scholarship/

Study Loan

Chandigarh University along with Punjab National Bank and other Nationalized banks offers need based finance to students applying for education loan at the university. A dedicated cell is in place to assist students and acts as a hassle-free one-stop solution for all the loan requirements.

- No security or guarantee required for loan amount up to 4 Lacs
- Single window on-the-stop clearance for loan processing fast procedure
- Quick service and less documentation

CU- Scholarship Admission Test

To provide an opportunity to bright and inquisitive young mind from across the country to study in most challenging and diverse academic environment Chandigarh University is conducting an entrance test for admission to various courses. This Scholarship cum Admission test CU-SAT is aimed at rewarding the brilliance and potential of young aspirants to win scholarships and study in futuristic courses of their choice.

What sets CU-SAT apart from other scholarship tests?

- Scholarships upto 100%
- Flexible options to apply in varied streams
- Under CU-SAT in Uniform test applicable on all under graduation only.
- An additional opportunity to improve scores as 60% weightage is given to CU-SAT scores and 40% to qualifying examination
- Open Window System for flexible examination dates
- Assured scholarship of 5% to students scoring above 60% in CU-SAT

CHANDIGARH - THE CITY BEAUTIFUL!

Chandigarh University is located on the outskirts of The City Beautiful – Chandigarh, thus offering its students a combination of city life and country side serene environment.

Chandigarh is a young -at-heart city that has been ranked as the ‘Most perfect city in the world by BBC’. There is plenty to do in Chandigarh to keep yourself stimulated. The historic and modern stand side-by-side in Chandigarh, which boasts stunning architecture and an abundance of attractions. From gleaming shopping malls, to world renowned architectural masterpieces, Chandigarh is an inspiring destination.

EXPLORE

From world heritage site in capital complex to world renowned Rock Garden you have so much to explore in the city.

TRAVEL

Perfect for a weekend getaway to rejuvenate yourself.

CULTURE

Art museum, Tagore theatre and regular festivals celebrate the culture and heritage.

SHOP

Chandigarh is a shopper’s paradise. It is considered to be one of the best places to shop, especially when it comes to shopping for handicrafts.

BUSINESS

Chandigarh has become a hub of IT and Service Industry. It is also a great place to start your own business.

WELL CONNECTED

Chandigarh is well connected via road, rail and recently built International airport connects the city to the world.